Guy's are now closed, and must remain so until the hospital is relieved from its present financial difficulties. Two of the principal wards of the Suffolk General Hospital at Bury St. Edmunds have been greatly enlivened and beautified by the substituton of enamelled tiles for the stucco facing which formerly covered the walls. These tiles are of cream colour, relieved by a dado of deep red, while around the top of the room runs a neat and effective border of brown flowers upon a cream-coloured ground. These improvements are due to the generosity of Dr. Image, F.R.C.S., of Herringswell, who from 1843 to 1873 was surgeon to the hospital, and also to that of Mr. Edward Greene, M.P., who has for many years past been a consistent and liberal supporter of the institution.
The comfort of the patients is being still further increased by the purchase of spring mattresses for the beds, in lieu of the old straw palliasses, to as great an extent as the somewhat limited funds at the disposal of the committee will permit. There is, however, yet one more radical improvement needed, and that is the provision of a separate ward to be devoted exclusively to the use of children, who are at present accommodated in the adult wards. Has Bury St. Edmunds no Mrs. Gulson, who will take energetic and successful measures to supply this want ?
The quarterly report submitted at the meeting of the committee of the Belfast Royal Hospital, held last week, disclosed a state of things by no means creditable to a large, thriving, and wealthy town like the " Capital of Ulster." The Royal Hospital is, we believe, in the matter of administration, sans reproche. The people of Belfast rush to it in their hour of need, but the hospital, in Us hour of need, is allowed to go begging in the best way it may. The working-classes who u:e the hospital are the classes who should support it most, but these, to a very large extent, we regret to say, shirk their responsibilities. Many a working-man seems to be possessed with [Jan. 15,  Dr. Joseph Schneer, of Alassio, will shortly publish a pamphlet concerning the proposal to establish a. hospital for consumption in the Riviera di Ponente,.
the climate of which is well known for its healthgiving effects in cases of pulmonary disease. The idea of an International Home or hospital for such cases was originally set forth by Dr. Schneer in a letter to TheTimes in 1884, and the proposed pamphlet will deal with the following questions, viz. : (a) the necessity for such an institution ; (J) the most desirable spot for its erection; (c) the method of its organisation ; and (dy the sum which ought to be raised before any positivebeginning can be made. Any suggestions on these points will be welcomed by the author of this undoubtedly beneficent scheme.
